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BFY 2018 FPGA WORKSHOP 
KURT WICK AND KEVIN BOOTH, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

WICK@UMN.EDU AND BOOTH135@UMN.EDU 

 

PURPOSE: 

• Introduce participants to FPGAs without having prior knowledge of programming (but understanding 
basic digital logic concepts.) 

• Present power of FGPAs in creating a 100 MHz frequency counter from scratch 

STEP 1:  BUILD A ONE-SECOND REFERENCE COUNTER 

PART 1:  ONE-SECOND REFERENCE COUNTER 

OBJECTIVE: FIRST YOU WILL CREATE A COUNTER THAT INCREMENTS AT ONE SECOND INTERVALS.  IT DISPLAYS 
ITS CURRENT COUNT VALUE ON THE BOARD’S LEDS.  IN THE NEXT STEP, WE WILL USE THIS COUNTER AS A ONE-
SECOND REFERENCE CLOCK FOR THE EVENT COUNTER. 

The specific hardware configuration (such as the type of board and FPGA for this project) has already been 
created.  On your computer, in the program listing under Xilinx Design Tools open Vivado 2017.2.  Load project 
BFY2018_Step1V1 and you should see the screenshot in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Vivado Graphical User Interface:  The left pane shows the various design steps, the middle the files and the right window displays 
the Verilog code for the project. 
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The code window (highlighted in red) shows the Verilog code required to program the FPGA.  Currently, it only lists 
the input and output ports for our project. 

To generate the code for a counter, click on the Language Templates (1) icon and the window below opens. 

 

Figure 2: Macro Language Template for a configurable 48 bit counter 

In this new window, find the macro code for the Counter by drilling down to Verilog >> Device Macro Instantiation 
>> Artix-7 >> DSP48 and selecting Counter w/ Terminal Count(COUNTER_TC_MACRO). Copy / Paste the macro code 
from the language template (Figure 2, panel 2) back into the Verilog code (Figure 1, position 2). 

We will now a) configure the counter and b) connect it to the existing input ports. 

Specifically, we want to configure it so that: 

 It resets each time upon reaching the terminal count by setting .RESET_UPON_TC to “TRUE”. 
 Since the counter will be incremented by the BASYS3 board’s 100 MHz system clock, we want to 

set its terminal count .TC_VALUE to 99 999 999 (or hex: h5F5E0FF) to ensure it resets exactly 
every second and sets TC high for one clock cycle, 10 nsec. 

As far as connecting the counter’s inputs and outputs: 

 We ignore, i.e., remove, the actual count values Q because we are only interested in the terminal count 
signal TC. 

 We connect the signal of 100 MHz system clock, clk, to the counter input, CLK. 
 We set clock enable, CE, permanently to 1 and RESET to 0. 

 
See the completed assignment, with the changes highlighted, below: 

    COUNTER_TC_MACRO #( 

      .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 

      .DEVICE("7SERIES"),          // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

      .DIRECTION("UP"),            // Counter direction, "UP" or "DOWN"  
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      .RESET_UPON_TC("TRUE"), // Reset counter upon terminal count, "TRUE" or "FALSE"  

      .TC_VALUE(48'h5F5E0FF), // Terminal count value 

      .WIDTH_DATA(48)              // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

   ) COUNTER_TC_MACRO_inst ( 

      .Q(),     // Counter output bus, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

      .TC(TC),   // 1-bit terminal count output, high = terminal count is reached 

      .CLK(clk), // 1-bit positive edge clock input 

      .CE(1),   // 1-bit active high clock enable input 

      .RST(0)  // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

   ); 

 

PART 2:  ONE SECOND COUNTER WITH LED DISPLAY 

We could test the one-second reference counter that we just created by sending the terminal count signal, TC, to 
an output on the board and then observe it on an oscilloscope.  However, for this exercise, we will use the LEDs on 
the BASYS3 boards to check that the counter works correctly.  Since the TC signal stays high for only 10 nsec once 
every second, we use the following trick: we feed the TC count signal into yet another counter.  (See schematic in 
Figure 3 below.)  This second counter will then increment each second and we can easily observe its count value by 
connecting it to the board’s LEDs.  The rightmost LED will then turn on for a second and off the next second. 

A schematic of the complete project (generated in Vivado by selecting in the left pane: RTL Analysis >> Open 
Elaborated Design >> Schematic) is shown below. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic of the entire project, step 1.  Left is the one-second reference counter; right is the counter which is incremented every 
second and which displays its output on the LEDs. (Ignore the IBUF buffer on the left, which was inserted automatically.) 

To add the second counter, repeat the previous step and from the language template copy / paste yet another 
counter below the existing one into your code. 

It has the following connections: 

 This counter has no terminal count, so delete (the inner) “TC” from .TC(TC). 
 Terminal count, TC, output from the first counter is connected to the CLK input of this counter. 
 Counter output Q is connected to the boards LEDs, led[15:0]. 
 Reset, RST, and counter enable, CE, have been connected identical to the first counter. 

The complete code for the second counter is shown below.  (Note that we had to rename this macro to 
COUNTER_TC_MACRO_inst2 to distinguish it from the previous one.) 
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COUNTER_TC_MACRO #( 

      .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 

      .DEVICE("7SERIES"),          // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

      .DIRECTION("UP"),            // Counter direction, "UP" or "DOWN"  

      .RESET_UPON_TC("FALSE"), // Reset counter upon terminal count, "TRUE" or "FALSE"  

      .TC_VALUE(48'h000000000000), // Terminal count value 

      .WIDTH_DATA(48)              // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

   ) COUNTER_TC_MACRO_inst2 ( 

      .Q(led[15:0]),     // Counter output bus, width determined by WIDTH_DATA 
parameter  

      .TC(),   // 1-bit terminal count output, high = terminal count is reached 

      .CLK(TC), // 1-bit positive edge clock input 

      .CE(1),   // 1-bit active high clock enable input 

      .RST(0)  // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

   ); 

 

We are now ready to compile the code and then transfer it over to the FPGA.  Click on Generate Bitstream (#1 in 
screen shot below) and wait a minute or so until the status bar (#2) indicates a successful completion. 

 

Figure 4: With the code for step 1 completed, we program the FPGA by generating the bit stream of the code and then sending it to the 
FPGA. 
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Finally, transfer your bitfile to the FPGA: click on Program Device (presumably you have already connected your 
BASYS3 board to the computer and used the “Open Target / Auto Connect” directly above) and select the 
xc7a35t_0 and the window below opens.  Click “Program.” 

 

Figure 5 

If everything is ok, you should see the LEDs on the board representing the output of an incrementing 1 Hz counter. 

STEP 2:  ADD THE EVENT COUNTER, SYNCHRONIZER AND HEX DISPLAY 

OBJECTIVE: ADD AN EVENT COUNTER AND DISPLAY THE COUNTED EVENTS ON THE BOARD’S HEX DISPLAY; RESET 
THE EVENT COUNTER EVERY SECOND. 

The corresponding schematic is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6:  Schematic of the program, with the event counter, synchronizers, and Hex Display added. 

PART 1:  ADDING THE SYNCHRONIZING ONE-SHOT PULSE GENERATORS 

First, we will add a module (subroutine) to our code which will synchronize the (asynchronous) input events from 
the external port JB[1] with the board’s system clock. This module acts as a One-Shot (or Monostable) pulse 
generator.   

In the code window, type the code shown below to call the One-Shot module named OneShotV4, i.e., “to 
instantiate” it, and then connect its ports to your signals: 

• clk: board’s 100 MHz system clock; 
• JB[1]: the external event signals from the function generator; 
• syncr_event:  the synchronized output signals from the one shot. 

//Synchronize the events from JB[1] input by using a OneShot 

        OneShotV4  OneShotEvents0( clk, JB[1], syncr_event);   
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We utilize this one-shot module once more to delay the terminal count, TC, by one system clock cycle to generate 
an event counter reset signal, reset_event. 

Add the code shown below to once more call the One-Shot module named OneShotV4 and then connect its ports 
to your signals: 

• clk: board’s 100 MHz system clock; 
• TC: the terminal count from the one-second reference clock; 
• reset_event:  the synchronized and delayed terminal count event. 

        //Delay (and synchronize) TC count by one clock cycle to create reset signal 

        OneShotV4  OneShotEvents1( clk, TC, reset_event); 

 // Note: we had to change the instantiation name to OneShotEvents1 to 

 // distinguish it from OneShotEvents0.) 

PART 2:  ADD THE EVENT COUNTER 

We now add a third counter to your project that will keep track of the (external) events.   We will increment the 
counter each time an external event occurs by enabling the counter only when the One-Shot generates the 
syncr_event output pulse. 

Since this counter, unlike the previous two, has not terminal value we will be using a slightly different macro to 
generate it.  In the Language Template select the Loadable Counter macro under (Device Macro Instantiation / 
Artix-7 / DSP48) or see below: 

 

Figure 7: Loadable counter macro for our event counter. 

Again copy / paste the macro code into your project; modify it to connect it with the corresponding signals: 

 “Run” the counter’s clock, .CLK, from the system clock, clk; 
 However, enable the counter, .CE, from a combination of the following OR’ed signals: the syncr_event 

output of the One-Shot, reset_event, or terminal count of the one-second reference clock, TC.  (Note: the 
Verilog OR-operator ‘|’ is found above the back-slash ‘\’ on the keyboard.) 

 Set the counter to count up by setting the .DIRECTION to 1. 
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 Re-load the counter at each reset_event to 0 by setting .LOAD to reset_event and .LOAD_DATA to 0. 
 Finally, disable the counter’s reset, .RST by setting to 0. 

The complete event counter code with the changes highlighted is shown below. 

      // COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO: Loadable variable counter implemented in a DSP48E 

      // Artix-7 

      // Xilinx HDL Language Template, version 2017.2 

       

      COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO #( 

         .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 

         .DEVICE("7SERIES"), // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

         .WIDTH_DATA(48)     // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

      ) COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO_inst ( 

         .Q(Q),        // Counter output, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

         .CLK(clk),    // 1-bit clock input 

         .CE(syncr_event | reset_event | TC),     // 1-bit clock enable input 

         .DIRECTION(1), // 1-bit up/down count direction input, high is count up 

         .LOAD(reset_event),           // 1-bit active high load input 

         .LOAD_DATA(0), // Counter load data, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

         .RST(0)              // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

      ); 

 

PART 3:  DISPLAY THE EVENT COUNT VALUES ON THE HEX DISPLAY 

We will display the number of events recorded, Q, by instantiating the supplied HexDisplayV2 module as shown 
below. Copy/paste this following code into your project 

      // Declare the Event Counter Output Bus 

      wire [47:0] Q; 

      //Display the event counter data       

      HexDisplayV2  myHexDisplay(clk, Q, 1, 1, seg, an); 

 

PART 4:  TEST THE CODE AND INTERFACE THE BOARDS WITH FUNCTION GENERATOR 

You need to generate the bitstream and then transfer the file to FPGA, identical to what you did in Step 1.  So, 
after saving your changes, click on Generate Bitstream (#1 in Figure 4) and wait a minute or so until the status bar 
(#2, Figure 4) indicates a successful completion and then transfer your bitfile to the FPGA by clicking on Program 
Device (#3, Figure 4.) 
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While the code compiles, connect the function generator to simulate the external events.  Set it to 1 kHz and 
connect its TTL output (from the SYNC) through a 50 Ohm terminator to the BASYS3 boards JB connector as shown 
below.  (Please double check this step because if you connect the board to a (negative going) analog signal you can 
potentially destroy the board!!!) 

 

Figure 8: Board with external signal generator connected with 50 Ohm terminator.  (IMPORTANT: use only TTL signals!) 

If everything works, you should see the display with the event counts from the function generator.  While it keeps 
counting, it does not yet store the maximum value before it resets at the end of each second.  We will fix that in 
the next and final section. 

For troubleshooting, the complete code for Step 2 is shown at the end.  

STEP 3:   COMPLETE FREQUENCY / EVENT COUNTER 

OBJECTIVE: IN THE LAST STEP WE ADD YET ANOTHER LOADABLE-COUNTER TO STORE THE EVENT COUNTS 
BEFORE THEY ARE RESET. 

 

Figure 9:  The final project showing the newly added loadable counter to store the final count values. 

PART 1:  STORE THE EVENT COUNTS 
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To store the event counter’s output before it is reset, we load it into a reloadable counter, similar to the one used 
in the previous step.  In other words, we add the 4th and final counter to our project. 

From the Language Template, select the Loadable Counter macro under (Device Macro Instantiation / Artix-7 / 
DSP48) or see below and again copy / paste the macro code at the end into your project.  Modify it to connect it 
with the corresponding signals: 

 Rename this macro to COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO_inst1 to distinguish it from the previous one. 
 “Run” the counter’s clock, .CLK, from the inverted system clock, ~clk; this ensure that the “loading” will be 

done before the event counter has been reset during the reset_event.  (The tilde is the Verilog NOT 
operator to invert the clock signal.) 

 Enable the counter, .CE, from reset_event. 
 Set the counter to count up by setting the .DIRECTION to 1. 
 Re-load the counter at each reset_event to the output values from the event counter, Q, by setting 

.LOAD_DATA to Q and .LOAD to 1. 
 Finally, disable the counter’s reset, .RST by setting to 0. 

The complete event counter code with the changes highlighted is shown below. 

      // COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO: Loadable variable counter implemented in a DSP48E 

      // Artix-7 

      // Xilinx HDL Language Template, version 2017.2 

       

      COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO #( 

         .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 

         .DEVICE("7SERIES"), // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

         .WIDTH_DATA(48)     // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

         ) COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO_inst1 ( 

         .Q(stored_event_counts), // Counter output, width determined by WIDTH_DATA 

         .CLK(~clk),    // 1-bit clock input 

         .CE(reset_event),               // 1-bit clock enable input 

         .DIRECTION(1), // 1-bit up/down count direction input, high is count up 

         .LOAD(1),           // 1-bit active high load input 

         .LOAD_DATA(Q), // Counter load data, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

         .RST(0)              // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

      ); 

 

PART 2:  DISPLAY THE STORED EVENT COUNT VALUES ON THE HEX DISPLAY 

Display the stored number of events, stored_event_counts, by instantiating the supplied HexDisplayV2 module as 
shown below.  Important: before adding this code, be sure to delete or comment out the code from the previous 
section to display the Q values:  
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//HexDisplayV2  myHexDisplay(    clk, Q, 1, 1, seg,    an    ); 

Now add the following code: 

      // Declare the Stored Event Counter Output Bus 

      wire [47:0] stored_event_counts; 

      //Display the event counter data       

      HexDisplayV2  myHexDisplay( clk, stored_event_counts, 1, 1, seg,    an    ); 

If you run into difficulties, the entire code of this project is shown at the end of this handout.  

PART 3:  TEST THE CODE AND INTERFACE THE BOARDS WITH THE FUNCTION GENERATOR 

Generate the bitstream and then transfer the file to FPGA, identical to what you did previously.  (For instructions 
see the end of the previous step.)  

While the code compiles, if you haven’t done so, connect the function generator to simulate the external events.  
Set it to 1 kHz and connect its TTL output (from the SYNC) through a 50 Ohm terminator to the BASYS3 boards JB 
connector.  You should observe a working frequency counter and if you set your function generator to 1 kHz the 
hex display should indicate 1000 events / second. 

CLOSING COMMENTS: 

If you paid close attention, you may have noticed that we lost 2 system clock cycles in our one-second reference 
clock due to storing and reset activity.  To correct for that, we should really use 100 000 002 system clock cycles 
and we need to change the terminal count value of the first counter to h5F5E101 as shown below. 

      .TC_VALUE(48'h5F5E101), // Terminal count value 

 

 

Figure 10: Timing Diagram (from Vivado).  For this timing diagram, the terminal count on the one-second reference clock was reduced to 10 
cycles (instead of the 100 000 000) to better illustrate the counters timing signal.  If you carefully count the system clock cycles, you will see 
that only 8 of the 10 cycles are used during the counting cycle because 2 cycles are lost to TC and reset_event. 

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES / EXTENSIONS 
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• One could extend this exercise to count the number of events / millisecond.  In that case the counter 
would display count values in the kHz range and up to 9999 kHz.  The only change required is the change 
in the first reference counter’s terminal count to: 

      .TC_VALUE(48'h186A1), // Terminal count value  for kHz 

• The major limitation of this example is really the 4 digit hex-display.  Since we are using a 48-bit counter, 
its accuracy is in a large part dictated by the BASYS3 boards crystal oscillator which creates the reference 
clock.  To display more than just 4 digits in our student exercises, we embed a microprocessor in the code 
and then transmit the count values over USB to the PC. 

• One could re-configure the frequency counter as a period counter. 
• By ANDing inputs, one can turn this into a coincidence counter with a 10 nsec coincidence window to 

illustrate the concept of accidental counts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This exercise shows how you can build a frequency counter from scratch using digital logic. Using only the language 
templates avoids having to learn Verilog (or VHDL), the primary means of programming an FPGA.  However, when 
using such “a translator” we end up with a functional version though by no means the most robust or elegant 
version!  Nevertheless, the example illustrate the power of FPGAs of creating a counter capable of working in the 
MHz range! 

ADDITONAL RESOURCES 

For more information on FPGAs see our webpage: methods.physics.umn.edu 

COMPLETE CODE 

module CounterStep1(    //Ports or connections to interface BASYS3 board 

        input clk,      //system clock 100 MHz 

        input [7:0] JB, //digital I/O (8 lines)  

                 

        output [15:0] led,      //on board LEDs (16 lines) 

        output [6:0] seg,       // Hex Display - individual segments (to be used in next step) 

        output [3:0] an          //Hex Display - individual digit (to be used in next step) 

    ); 

 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    //FIRST Counter: counts to terminal count value of (decimal) 99 999 999 (or hex: 48'h5F5E0FF) 

    //and then restarts at 0.  With our system clock of 100 000 000 Hz, this counter resets 

    //once every second and sets the TC output hi for 10 nsec once every second.  

     

   // COUNTER_TC_MACRO: Counter with terminal count implemented in a DSP48E 

   //                   Artix-7 

   // Xilinx HDL Language Template, version 2017.2    
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   COUNTER_TC_MACRO #( 

      .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 

      .DEVICE("7SERIES"),          // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

      .DIRECTION("UP"),            // Counter direction, "UP" or "DOWN"  

      .RESET_UPON_TC("TRUE"), // Reset counter upon terminal count, "TRUE" or "FALSE"  

      //.TC_VALUE(48'hA), //TC count value  for timing simulation (only 10 clock cycles long) 

      .TC_VALUE(48'h5F5E101), // Terminal count value  NOTE: adjusted for missing 2 cycles due to 
store and reset 

      .WIDTH_DATA(48)              // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

   ) COUNTER_TC_MACRO_inst ( 

      .Q(),     // Counter output bus, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

      .TC(TC),   // 1-bit terminal count output, high = terminal count is reached 

      .CLK(clk), // 1-bit positive edge clock input 

      .CE(1),   // 1-bit active high clock enable input 

      .RST(0)  // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

   );    

   // End of COUNTER_TC_MACRO_inst instantiation 

 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

// SECOND Counter: uses the TC from the first counter as clock signal to increment each second 

//    Displays counter output Q to the LEDs   

 

 // COUNTER_TC_MACRO: Counter with terminal count implemented in a DSP48E 

   //                   Artix-7 

   // Xilinx HDL Language Template, version 2017.2 

    

   COUNTER_TC_MACRO #( 

      .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 

      .DEVICE("7SERIES"),          // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

      .DIRECTION("UP"),            // Counter direction, "UP" or "DOWN"  

      .RESET_UPON_TC("FALSE"), // Reset counter upon terminal count, "TRUE" or "FALSE"  

      .TC_VALUE(48'h000000000000), // Terminal count value 

      .WIDTH_DATA(48)              // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

   ) COUNTER_TC_MACRO_inst2 ( 

      .Q(led[15:0]),     // Counter output bus, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

      .TC(),   // 1-bit terminal count output, high = terminal count is reached 

      .CLK(TC), // 1-bit positive edge clock input 

      .CE(1),   // 1-bit active high clock enable input 

      .RST(0)  // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

   );    

   // End of COUNTER_TC_MACRO_inst instantiation 
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// ----- STEP 2  Add Event Counter with Store and Reset Capability ------------ 

 

        //Synchronize the events from JB[1] input by using a OneShot 

        OneShotV4  OneShotEvents0( clk, JB[1], syncr_event);   

  

         //Delay (and synchronize) TC count by one clock cycle to create reset signal 

        OneShotV4  OneShotEvents1( clk, TC, reset_event);            

    

      // COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO: Loadable variable counter implemented in a DSP48E 

      //                     Artix-7 

      // Xilinx HDL Language Template, version 2017.2 

       

      COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO #( 

         .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 

         .DEVICE("7SERIES"), // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

         .WIDTH_DATA(48)     // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

      ) COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO_inst ( 

         .Q(Q),        // Counter output, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

         .CLK(clk),    // 1-bit clock input 

         .CE(syncr_event|reset_event|TC),               // 1-bit clock enable input 

         .DIRECTION(1), // 1-bit up/down count direction input, high is count up 

         .LOAD(reset_event),           // 1-bit active high load input 

         .LOAD_DATA(0), // Counter load data, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

         .RST(0)              // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

      ); 

       

       // Declare the Event Counter Output Bus (should really have been declared earlier) 

       wire [47:0] Q; 

      //Display the event counter data       

      //HexDisplayV2  myHexDisplay(    clk, Q, 1, 1, seg,    an    ); 

       

// ----- STEP 3: Add an another  Counter to store the event counts  before reseting---       

      

      // COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO: Loadable variable counter implemented in a DSP48E 

      //                     Artix-7 

      // Xilinx HDL Language Template, version 2017.2 

       

      COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO #( 

         .COUNT_BY(48'h000000000001), // Count by value 
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         .DEVICE("7SERIES"), // Target Device: "7SERIES"  

         .WIDTH_DATA(48)     // Counter output bus width, 1-48 

         ) COUNTER_LOAD_MACRO_inst1 ( 

         .Q(stored_event_counts), // Counter output, width determined by WIDTH_DATA 

         .CLK(~clk),    // 1-bit clock input 

         .CE(reset_event),               // 1-bit clock enable input 

         .DIRECTION(1), // 1-bit up/down count direction input, high is count up 

         .LOAD(1),           // 1-bit active high load input 

         .LOAD_DATA(Q), // Counter load data, width determined by WIDTH_DATA parameter  

         .RST(0)              // 1-bit active high synchronous reset 

      );           

      

      // Declare the Stored Event Counter Ouput Bus (should really have been declared earlier) 

      wire [47:0] stored_event_counts; 

      //Display the event counter data       

      HexDisplayV2  myHexDisplay(    clk, stored_event_counts, 1, 1, seg,    an    ); 

 

  

endmodule 
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